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 DAVID LARSON WINS PLO EVENT FOR 2ND CAREER RING
Larson wins second ring in first three stops in 2018-19 WSOP Circuit season.

Las Vegas poker pro David Larson has served notice that he plans on being a force to be 
reckoned with in the 2018-19 WSOPC Global Casino Championship race, by winning his 
second Circuit ring of the season in Event #8 at Circuit Thunder Valley, $400 Pot-Limit Omaha.
It's Larson's second career Circuit ring and was accompanied by a winner's payday of $8.870.

Larson was surprised that he won at all, since it came in a PLO event, which he proclaimed to 
not be his specialty. “The first ring, it was more comfortable, because I feel more comfortable 
in hold'em. Here I was tense the whole time. I know that there were people at the table that 
were better at PLO than I was.” Larson added, “Sometimes I got lucky at the right time, and 
sometimes I was able to be aggressive at the right time. I expected to be out sixth or seventh.” 
Instead, Larson ran hot as the players' stacks grew shallow, and he closed with a rush.

“It was a really fun final table,” Larson added. “The personalities were great and the people 
were really friendly.” That included the final's most noted player, Howard “Tahoe” Andrew, a 
two-time bracelet winner who just missed becoming the oldest ring winner in Circuit history. 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER
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Birthplace:  Milwaukee, Wis
Current Residence:  Las Vegas, Nev.

Age:  47
Profession:  Poker Player
WSOP Bracelets: 0
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 1
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